
Fresher’s Party of BBA and MBA 

Waves of excitement and enthusiasm had engulfed the 2nd & 3rd year students of BBA and 2nd  

year students of MBA of Samalkha Group of Institutions on 18th October 2014 who left no 

stone unturned to make the fresher’s party a grand success . This is a well cultured custom in 

SGI since the start of the institute.  

The Title of the Fresher party was “Jee Aayaan Nu”, which signifies welcoming freshers. This 

Party was a platform to flaunt the zeal and enjoyment of various cultures of the world that are 

enjoyed at SGI and for making it very interesting, freshers were given a theme ‘Retro’. Students 

sizzled in polka dots dresses and bellbottom pants. 

  
The event started with Tilak ceremony and followed by welcome speech given by Rohit and 

kanika, students of BBA-V Sem. Event was initiated with Lamp lightening by Director, Dean 

Management, All HODs and faculty members of Management. The Director of the institute 

Prof. (Dr.) Rajesh Goel motivated and congratulated all the Faculty & Students involved in 

organizing the event. He guided that Smart work and involvement is the key to any success. Dr. 

Puja Waalia Mann, Dean FOM graced the event with her golden words.  

Students were blinded by lights flashing everywhere and as per the retro theme all were 

wearing looking like old actors and actresses. 

The main curtains of the event were Ramp walk, Retro Theme presentation and Dare Round. 

The performances began with Ravi (BBA-1st), who rocked the stage. A splendid group 

performance by MBA students helped to set the stage on fire. 

Everyone got carried away with the performances in second round of Retro theme. The 

ambiance was electric during the performances. The Party was bombarded by various games 

which were thoroughly enjoyed by the students.  

Among all the spiffy youngsters, the stars of the event were Miss Fresher Nishtha from MBA-1st 

and Nidhi from BBA-1st, Mr. Fresher Aakash from MBA-1st and Vedang from BBA-1st and they 

were awarded with crowns, Broaches and gifts.  

Some more titles were given where Bharat (BBA-1st) as Mr. Personality and Vedika (MBA-1st) 

as Miss Personality, Anish (MBA-1st) as Mr. India and Vani as Ms. Dream Girl, Kajal (BBA-1st) as 



Ms. Simplicity, Vaibhav (BBA-1st) as Mr. Charming, Mousam (BBA-1st) for Best attire and 

Deepak (MBA-1st) as Mr. perfect were selected by Judges on the basis of performances and 

talent and were awarded with gifts. 

Student coordinators for the programme were Kuldeep, Sapna, Rishabh, Anil, Prabhat, Nir, 

Arjun. The moments were captured so as to cherish the memories of the day lifelong.  

With the end of the performances, the DJ stepped into prominence and began with some 

extraordinary foot tapping numbers.  

Lunch was an equally grand affair, with a delicious assortment of various dishes.  

 

 

 

 


